18th ESSKA CONGRESS

GENERAL INFORMATION & CONTACT

Congress: 18th ESSKA Congress 2018
Date: 9 – 12 May 2018  Exhibition: 9 – 11 May 2018
Venue: SEC – Scottish Event Campus
        Exhibition Way
        Entrance East
        Glasgow G3 8YW, UK
Exhibition area: Ground Floor, Hall 4

INVITATION

The ESSKA Congress offers a large range of exhibition possibilities, workshops, advertisements and other marketing services. It is therefore the ideal platform to present your company and products to the outstanding faculty and thousands of participants from all over the world.

In Barcelona in 2016, the ESSKA Congress reached a record number of 4,000 congress participants which represents a 35% increase compared to 2014. This is a clear sign of the extraordinary quality of the scientific programme and the large range of internationally highly recognised speakers in the field of sports and knee surgery and arthroscopy.

We would like to emphasise that the support of the industry has always been essential for the success of the ESSKA Congresses. We therefore hope that you will accept this invitation to join in Glasgow to help make 2018 Congress a great success.

In this brochure, you will find detailed information about the various opportunities available for your company to be represented at the ESSKA Congress: Different levels of partnerships (with specific advantages), industrial exhibition in one large exhibition hall, lunchtime workshops, advertisements in the preliminary programme and the final programme, branding and much more.

Your support for the ESSKA Congress is highly appreciated. Thank you!

ESSKA PRESIDENT & CONGRESS PRESIDENT  SCIENTIFIC CHAIRMEN

Romain Seil (Luxembourg)  Jón Karlsson (Sweden)  Gino Kerkhoffs (Netherlands)  Fares Haddad (UK)  Michael Hirschmann (Switzerland)

YOUR CONTACT FOR ESSKA 2018 PARTNERSHIP, EXHIBITION AND MARKETING

Intercongress GmbH
Silke Melzer
Senior Project Manager
fon +49 761 69699-245
silke.melzer@intercongress.de
ETHICAL MED TECH CONFIRMATION

The assessment of the EthicalMedTech for the ESSKA Congress 2018 in Glasgow is in process.

The current status is: To be reviewed.

The ESSKA Congress 2016 in Barcelona had received the assessment **COMPLIANT**.
OVERVIEW CONGRESS AREA

Lecture rooms and Workshop rooms:

Ground Floor
- Hall 1, Hall 2, Hall 5
- Lomond Auditorium, Alsh, Boisdale

First Floor
- Carron, Dochart

Armadillo
- Clyde Auditorium (main lecture hall)
- Forth
- Gala
PROCEDURE OF APPLICATION

All companies that are interested in participating in the ESSKA Congress are invited to book exhibition spaces and marketing services. Marketing services are not obligatory to book, but are the ideal solution to increase the visibility of your company and products.

We are delighted to offer individual marketing services to allow you to adapt the options to suit your needs and budget. Adding the optional marketing services will help you reach partner level if desired, as the total amount of investment (marketing services and exhibition space) is calculated as a whole to determine if a partner level is obtained, and at what level.

This marketing manual includes detailed information about all marketing services available for the congress. The booking forms will follow later; the date will be published in advance.

Some marketing services are only available in a restricted number. For these services the date of receipt of the booking form is important, as the services will be distributed on a first-come, first-serve basis. For the allocation of the exhibition spaces and workshop rooms, the companies that reached a partner level will be served first, then all companies without a partner level on a first-come, first-serve basis. Within a partner level, the company with the highest investment will be served first.

**Becoming a partner makes your participation at the ESSKA Congress truly special!** All partners receive valuable advantages and will be promoted with their partner level and company logo to the ESSKA Board and all congress participants - your customers. Further details can be found in this manual.

PARTNERSHIP LEVELS

The following partnership levels can be achieved (marketing services + exhibition space):

- **Diamond**  
  EUR 118,000 +

- **Gold**  
  EUR 79,000 +

- **Silver**  
  EUR 68,000 +

- **Emerald**  
  EUR 61,000 +

- **Bronze**  
  EUR 45,000 +

  **PT Partner**

PLEASE NOTE

*Currency & VAT: All prices are quoted in EURO. Depending on consequences of exchange rate fluctuation, Intercongress reserves the right to issue invoices in EURO or British Pounds and plus local VAT if demanded from the tax authorities.*
PARTNER RECOGNITION AND ADVANTAGES

All partners and exhibitors will receive the highest recognition for their support of the ESSKA Congress 2018 in Glasgow. Partners will be mentioned on the congress website under “Partners” immediately after signing the marketing agreement. Additionally, they will receive advantages according to their partner level. **Within a partner level, the company with the higher investment will be served first.**

Diamond
- If “free choice of booth location” booked, then first of all partners and exhibitors to choose the location of the exhibition space
- First of all partners and exhibitors to choose the workshop rooms
- Possibility to book special e-mailing (page 10) and escalator branding (page 21)
- 1 banner on congress website (entrance page or scientific programme)
- Promotion as Diamond Partner in final programme and on congress website with company logo & link
- Promotion as Diamond Partner with company logo onsite on a roll-up banner in the entrance foyer

Gold
- If “free choice of booth location” booked, then after Diamond Partner next in order to choose the location of the exhibition space
- After Diamond Partner next in order to choose the workshop rooms
- Possibility to book special e-mailing (page 10) and escalator branding (page 21)
- 1 banner on congress website (entrance page or scientific programme)
- Promotion as Gold Partner in final programme and on congress website with company logo & link
- Promotion as Gold Partner with company logo onsite on a roll-up banner in the entrance foyer

Silver
- If “free choice of booth location” booked, then after Diamond- and Gold Partner next in order to choose the location of the exhibition space
- After Diamond- and Gold Partner next in order to choose the workshop rooms
- Possibility to book escalator branding (page 21)
- 2 banner-advertisements in the E-Mail-Newsletter free of charge (Excepting May 2018, banner will be designed by Partner)
- Promotion as Silver Partner in final programme and on congress website with company logo & link
- Promotion as Silver Partner with company logo onsite on a roll-up banner in the entrance foyer

Emerald
- If “free choice of booth location” booked, then after Diamond-, Gold- and Silver Partner next in order to choose the location of the exhibition space
- After Diamond-, Gold- and Silver Partner next in order to choose the workshop rooms
- 1 banner-advertisement in the E-Mail-Newsletter free of charge (Excepting May 2018, banner will be designed by Partner)
- Promotion as Emerald Partner in final programme and on congress website with company logo & link
- Promotion as Emerald Partner with company logo onsite on a roll-up banner in the entrance foyer

Bronze
- If “free choice of booth location” booked, then after Diamond-, Gold-, Emerald- and Silver Partner next in order to choose the location of the exhibition space
- After Diamond-, Gold-, Silver- and Emerald Partner next in order to choose the workshop rooms
- 1 banner-advertisement in the E-Mail-Newsletter free of charge (Excepting May 2018, banner will be designed by Partner)
- Promotion as Bronze Partner in final programme and on congress website with company logo & link
- Promotion as Bronze Partner with company logo onsite on a roll-up banner in the entrance foyer
EXHIBITION

All partners and exhibitors will receive the highest recognition for their support of the ESSKA Congress 2018 in Glasgow. Exhibitors will be listed on the conference website under “Industry” as soon as possible after signing the stand application and will furthermore be shown in the exhibition overview in the final programme.

The exhibition is an important addition to the scientific programme and will be held in one large hall on the ground floor of the SEC. All coffee and lunch breaks will take place within the exhibition and therefore the exhibition offers the perfect platform for you to contact the congress participants. Sit-down areas and E-Poster-terminals where the participants can relax and obtain information about the posters as well as the ESSKA booth and registration counter will be placed within the exhibition area as well.

First the companies that have reached a partner level will choose their exhibition spaces and then the stand sites will be allocated on a first-come, first-serve basis.

Price per sqm EUR 495

Additional costs for all stand types:
- 15% additional costs for exhibitor service, general waste collection during set-up and dismantling, corridor cleaning, coffee breaks, one free exhibitor badge per 6sqm exhibition space to visit the lectures and mention as exhibitor in the final programme, on the internet and onsite

Extra charges for stand types:
- stand in a row (1 open side) → no extra charge
- corner stand (2 open sides) → plus 10% extra charge
- top stand (3 open sides) → plus 15% extra charge
- block stand (4 open sides) → plus 20% extra charge

Important – new prices for additional exhibitor badges:
- 1 free badge per 6 sqm exhibition space included
- until 31 July 2017: EUR 200 per badge
- 31 July 2017 - 31 October 2017: EUR 250 per badge
- 31 October 2017 - 31 December 2017: EUR 300 per badge
- 31 December 2017 - 30 March 2018: EUR 350 per badge
- 1 April 2018 - 12 May 2018: EUR 400 per badge

Expenses for additional orders (stand equipment like electricity connections etc.) are charged separately.
FREE CHOICE OF BOOTH LOCATION
(ONLY AVAILABLE FOR STAND SIZES OF 36sqm AND LARGER)

With this marketing service you can influence your booth location by choosing it yourself. For the order of choosing the booth location, the partner level as well as the booking date of the exhibition space and of this marketing activity are determining factors: First the Diamond Partner(s), then the Gold Partner(s), then the Silver Partner(s), then the Emerald Partner(s), then the Bronze Partner(s) and then all exhibitors with no partner level. **If a company has reached a partner level without booking this marketing activity, a stand site will be allocated by Intercongress after the companies who are entitled to choose, have made their choice.** Within a partner level, the company with the higher investment can choose first. On the day when the allocation begins, Intercongress will check which companies have reached partner levels, who of these companies have booked this marketing activity and who else has booked this marketing activity. According to this, an order will be created. Booking this marketing service after the allocation has started will not influence the spaces that are already set. **Please note that this opportunity can only be booked with a stand size of 36sqm or more.**

Marketing fee: EUR 2,000

!!Free of charge for corporate partners of ESSKA society!!

LUNCHEON WORKSHOPS  (LECTURES, VIDEO SESSIONS OR SIMILAR)

On Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, workshops will be held in all halls and rooms during the lunch break. The workshops are offered as an opportunity for companies to hold lectures, show video sessions or organise hands-on sessions for the audience. Each workshop is held in a separate room and the duration is 1 hour plus set-up and dismantling. The marketing fee includes a brief description in the final programme and on the website (with company name, company logo, date, time, room name, title of workshop and names of speakers), general seating in theatre style in the room and signage in the venue.

**Please note:** Catering is not included in the price. Please order lunch boxes or similar via the official congress catering company. The standard technical equipment such as projector, screen and audio system (including 1 lectern microphone, 1 microphone on the moderator table) are already included!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>EUR 5,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>EUR 7,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>EUR 7,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Room sizes
- **Ground floor:** Hall 2 (800), Hall 5 (1.000), Lomond Auditorium (600), Alsh (200), Boisdale (200)
- **Ground floor:** Hall 1 (hands-on, only Thursday and Friday. This room is not available on Wednesday)
- **First floor:** Carron (200), Dochart (200)
- **Armadillo:** Clyde Auditorium (3.000), Forth (250), Gala (120)
PRELIMINARY PROGRAMME

Circulation: approx. 10,000 copies from October 2017 until April 2018
Format: 1 page, 4-colour, format: 170x240mm, portrait
Prices: 4th cover page EUR 2,500
3rd cover page EUR 2,500
Inside pages EUR 2,000
Deadline: 15 August 2017

FINAL PROGRAMME

Circulation: approx. 4,000 copies
Format: 1 page, 4-colour, format: 170x240mm, portrait, register cut
Prices: 4th cover page EUR 4,000
3rd cover page EUR 3,500
Inside pages EUR 2,500
Deadline: 01 March 2018

Due to regulations of the European Union of Medical Specialists (UEMS), who certify the scientific lectures, advertisements are no longer permitted on the 2nd cover page and next to the table of content.

POSTER AWARD

Be partner of the ESSKA Poster Award. This award is given to the best posters accepted and displayed at the Congress. The categories are:

- Ankle
- Knee Degenerative
- Knee ACL
- Knee meniscus
- Knee PCL/MCL/LCL
- Hip/Groin
- Muscle/Tendon
- Shoulder
- Elbow/wrist
- Cartilage
- Basic science

The price per winner and category is: EUR 250
Sponsoring for all poster awards: EUR 2,750

The sponsoring company will be mentioned with your company logo on the congress website and in the congress programme and the company name will be mentioned during the award session. It is possible to have more than one sponsoring company, e.g. one for all knee-related awards.
ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTER

Starting in May 2017, Intercongress will send out by email monthly electronic newsletters to approx. 7,000 recipients. These people are interested in receiving news about the ESSKA Congress and many of them will become congress participants later on.

For the congress 2012, the newsletter was opened by approx. 41% of the recipients. With this marketing service, your banner will be placed in the newsletter thus informing all recipients about your participation already prior to the congress. **It is possible to display ONLY ONE banner in each newsletter.**

Marketing fee: EUR 500 / per Newsletter EUR 900 May 2018

DISPLAY OF COMPANY LOGO IN EXHIBITOR LIST ON CONGRESS WEBSITE

For a small marketing fee you can display your company logo in the exhibitor list on the congress website and thus increase your visibility prior to the congress.

Marketing fee: EUR 500

SPECIAL E-MAILING TO CONGRESS PARTICIPANTS

(ONLY AVAILABLE FOR DIAMOND- OR GOLD-PARTNER)

Prior to the congress, Intercongress will send out an emailing on your behalf in order to inform all registered participants about your activities during the ESSKA Congress. You create the text and choose the date when the emailing should be sent out and Intercongress takes care of the rest. It is possible to send out one attachment with the email. Please note that it is important that the text is not programmed in HTML so that it will not be blocked as “spam”.

Marketing fee: EUR 4,500
WIRELESS INTERNET

There will be wireless internet access available in the venue. As partner you can

- Choose the password of the WI-FI-Network
- Produce small cards with the password and your logo/advertisement. These cards will be handed out at the registration counter to all participants and can be placed throughout the venue.
- Have your company mentioned in the programme and on the congress website with name and logo.

Marketing fee: EUR 5,000

CONGRESS APP

Like in past years, there will be a congress app which all congress participants can download on their mobile devices free of charge. In order to take part in the interactive sessions, everyone needs to download the app. Therefore, we are expecting a very high utilization rate. There are different possibilities for companies to raise their recognition in the app.

Marketing fee: EUR 300

DIGITAL PRESENTATION OF PRODUCT INFORMATION

Digital presentations of product information will be shown during all breaks in the main lecture halls. All you need to do is send Intercongress a power point presentation / or video file (2-3 minutes max.) prior to the congress and we will ensure that it will be shown.

Marketing fee: EUR 2,000 / presentation

BARCODE SCANNERS FOR LEAD RETRIEVAL

In order to help you to note down the names and contact information of attendees who are visiting your exhibition space or workshops, you can rent barcode scanners. All attendees will have a barcode printed on their name badges and with the scanners you can easily scan this code and receive after the meeting a list with the names and postal addresses. Please note that it is important to rent a scanner for your exhibition space and an extra one for a workshop. If you use one scanner for everything it will not be possible to tell afterwards if people were scanned at the space or during the workshop.

Marketing fee for a scanner used at an exhibition stand (3 days): EUR 550
Marketing fee for a scanner used at a workshop (2 ½ hours): EUR 400
LOGO/ADVERTISEMENT ON E-POSTER TERMINALS

After a successful implementation at the congress in Amsterdam and Barcelona, E-Poster-Terminals will be placed again in the exhibition hall. Companies have the possibility to use the E-Poster-Panels for advertising. In total there will be more than 750 posters that will be displayed on 15 E-Poster-Panels throughout the exhibition hall. You have the possibility to brand the bottom half of the terminal with your company logo/advertisement. With this marketing activity, you can make your company visible to all participants visiting the poster exhibition.

Marketing fee for 5 E-Poster-Panels: EUR 2,400
Marketing fee for 10 E-Poster-Panels: EUR 3,000

LOGO ON SIGNAGE

There will be a professional system of signage (min. 15 signs) throughout the congress venue guiding the way to the lecture rooms, exhibition, registration, speaker ready room etc. For one company it is exclusively possible to place the company logo on every sign. All you need to do is send us your logo as .eps file.

Marketing fee: EUR 2,000

LOGO ON ASK-ME SHIRTS

During the congress there will be hostesses with “ASK ME” shirts walking around the venue to help guide the way and answer questions. One company has the opportunity to brand the shirts with their logo.

Marketing fee: EUR 1,500
CONGRESS BAGS

As partner of the congress bags, your company logo and the ESSKA-logo will be placed on each bag. With your company logo on all 3,000 - 4,000 bags you will receive a maximum exposure to all registrants. A bag insert (one brochure) is also included free of charge.

The bags will be white 100% cotton bags with long handle and the special ESSKA-TARTAN-DESIGN

Marketing fee: EUR 10,000

BAG INSERT

SPECIAL BAG INSERT
Use the possibility and place company personalized Give-Aways (4,000 pieces) into the delegate bags, e.g.:

- phone chargers/power banks
- umbrellas
- Scottish sweets
- phone covers
- coffee pads

Marketing fee per bag insert: EUR 5,000

plus material & delivery costs

FLYER
One brochure (4,000 pieces) with company and/or product information will be placed in the congress bags, max. size A4, 4 pages.

Marketing fee per bag insert: EUR 3,000

plus material & delivery costs

PENS AND NOTEPADS

As partner of pens and notepads, your company logo will be printed on all 4,000 pieces. The pens and pads will be placed in the congress bags and handed out to all participants. All you need to do is sending your company logo in .eps format to us.

Marketing fee for logo print on 4,000 pens and notepads: EUR 9,500

Marketing fee for logo print on 4,000 notepads plus 4,000 own pens: EUR 8,000
PENS for use at the registration counter

During the congress time, there is a large usage of pens at the registration counter. Participants, who are arriving, fill in the registration forms, buy tickets for the congress dinner, pick up their certificates etc. For most of these activities they need a pen to write and in general, take the pen with them, ensuring continuing exposure for your company.

Approx. 500 pens will be needed and no marketing fee will apply.

LANYARDS

You have the opportunity to provide 5,000 company lanyards for all participants and speakers. The lanyards will be given out to everybody when entering the congress.

Marketing fee:

DISPLAY OF BROCHURES NEAR THE REGISTRATION COUNTER

To distribute brochures outside the exhibition space, it is possible to display them in a special area near the registration counter.

Marketing fee per 1,000 brochures:

SIT-DOWN AREAS

For recreation, there will be sit-down areas within the exhibition area. You can become partner of one or several sit-down areas and brand them with your company logo, roll-ups and other things.

Marketing fee:

COFFEE BREAKS

During the coffee breaks, beverages and small snacks will be offered to all attendees and exhibitors. As partner of the coffee breaks, signs with your company logo will be placed on all catering stations and your support will be mentioned in the final programme and on the congress website.

Marketing fee:
MORNING COFFEE

The scientific lectures start very early in the morning. A fresh coffee is highly appreciated by the participants before they enter the lecture room. You can provide the participants a good start to the day by becoming partner of the morning coffee. It is possible to brand the coffee bar/station with roll-ups, napkins, cups or similar.

Marketing fee: EUR 2,500

ESSKA VIP HOTEL

The Glasgow Village Inn Hotel will be this year’s ESSKA VIP hotel. The ESSKA board, keynote speakers and other VIP guests will be hosted in the Village Hotel. There are various possibilities to make your company visible to the ESSKA congress guests:

**Branding of 250 key cards**
Marketing fee: EUR 1,900

**Branding of 300 “do not disturb” signs**
Possibility to produce more signs for other usage e.g. bag insert, workshop promotion, distribution at booth, etc.
Marketing fee: EUR 1,500

**Pull up banner at the reception (800W x 2.000H)**
Marketing fee: EUR 1,000

**Beach flag at the hotel entrance (3.800H)**
Marketing fee: EUR 1,500

Make your company visible!

**Currency & VAT:** All prices are quoted in EURO. Depending on consequences of exchange rate fluctuation, Intercongress reserves the right to issue invoices in EURO or British Pounds and plus local VAT if demanded from the tax authorities.
BRANDING EXTERIOR

OVERVIEW

1 = WELCOME BANNER
2 = WINDOW BRANDING
3 = FLAGS
4 = TRIANGLES
LOGO ON WELCOME-BANNER (position 1)

Outside, above the entrance of the SEC, a welcome-banner will be placed (1,200x340cm). The banner will be designed in the Congress-CI and you have the opportunity to have your company logo (approx. 20cm) displayed on it. **All we need is your company logo in an .eps format.** A minimum of 5 company logos on the banner is required for production.

Marketing fee for one logo on welcome-banner: **EUR 1,000**

Example welcome banner AGA Kongress, Germany 2015:

![Example welcome banner AGA Kongress](image)

WINDOW BRANDING ABOVE ENTRANCE (position 2)

Above the entrance of the SEC you have the opportunity to brand one or two windows (a and/or b) next to the welcome banner in the middle. The marketing fee covers the production, set-up and dismantling costs. **All we need is your logo/design as a printable pdf file.**

- **a)** Marketing fee for one window (500x200cm, one sided): **EUR 3,500**
- **b)** Marketing fee for one window (500x200cm, one sided): **EUR 3,500**
FLAG (position 3)

Outside, next to the entrance of the SEC, flag-poles (2,100x700 cm) are available to brand the way with company flags and ESSKA flags. Exhibiting companies have the possibility to book a pole for their flag. The production costs, set-up and dismantling is already included in the marketing fee. All you need to do is send us your logo/design as a printable pdf file.

Marketing fee for one flag: EUR 1,400

TRIANGLES (position 4)

Outside, along the SEC, companies have the possibility to place triangles (1,200x2,000cm) in order to increase their visibility during the congress. Production costs, set-up and dismantling are included in the marketing fee. All you need to do is send us your logo/design as a printable pdf file.

Marketing fee (advertisement on 1 side): EUR 900
Marketing fee (advertisement on both sides): EUR 1,200

Currency & VAT: All prices are quoted in EURO. Depending on consequences of exchange rate fluctuation, Intercongress reserves the right to issue invoices in EURO or British Pounds and plus local VAT if demanded from the tax authorities.
BRANDING INTERIOR

OVERVIEW

Lecture rooms and Workshop rooms:

Ground Floor
- Hall 2, Hall 5
- Lomond Auditorium, Alsh, Boisdale

First Floor
- Carron, Dochart

Conference Center
- Clyde Auditorium
- Forth
- Gala

Legend:
- 1-8 = INDOOR-WALL-BANNERS
- 9 = ROLL-UP/FREE STANDING SIGN
- 10 = ESCALATOR BANNER
- 11 = CARPET SIGNS IN CONCOURSE
- 12 = HANGING BANNER IN CONCOURSE
- 13 = GLASS-WALL-BANNER IN CONCOURSE
- 14 = VINYL-WALL-BANNER IN LOCH SUITE
INDOOR-WALL-BANNERS (position 1-8)

Inside the SEC, along the concourse, there are several options for you to hang a banner and raise the visibility of your company:

1 banner at the escalator to the parallel lecture rooms (2,920x2,065cm)

Marketing fee: EUR 2,500

2 banner in the hall way (5,750x1,570cm)

Marketing fee: EUR 3,000

3 banner in the hallway in front of hall 4 (8,000x1,200cm)

Marketing fee: EUR 2,500

4 + 5 banners in the hallway opposite the entrances of hall 4
4: 1,800x3,000cm, 5: 2,600x1,390cm

4 Marketing fee: EUR 2,000
5 Marketing fee: EUR 2,000
ROLL-UP/FREE STANDING SIGN (position 9)

The concourse is a large hall way where it is possible to place company-roll-ups or rent branded free standing signs to increase your visibility, promote your workshop and booth, or advertise a product. You can either bring your own roll-up or rent a sign that is branded with your logo or design (2,000x800cm).

Marketing fee with your own roll up: EUR 500
Marketing fee for a rented sign, double sided: EUR 1,200 (incl. production)

ESCALATOR BANNER (position 10)

(ONLY AVAILABLE FOR DIAMOND-, GOLD- OR SILVER-PARTNER)

In order to reach the parallel lecture halls and workshop rooms, everyone needs to use the escalators to the upper floor. For companies, there is the option to brand the escalator with their logo/design:

5 side glasses: 4 units inside, 1 unit outside

Marketing fee: EUR 4,000

CARPET SIGNS IN CONCOURSE (position 11)

To lead the participants through the concourse into the lecture rooms and the exhibition hall a carpet will be laid. Companies have the possibility to place a sign on top of the carpet.

Marketing fee for one sign (2,500x1,400cm): EUR 2,000
HANGING BANNER IN CONCOURSE (position 12)

In the hallway of the concourse companies have the possibility to hang banners (double sided) from the main entrance till the exhibition hall. There are six spots available.

Marketing fee for small banner: EUR 2,000
(1,200x2,000cm)

Marketing fee for large banner: EUR 2,500
(4,000x2,000cm)

Example:

GLASS-WALL-BANNER IN CONCOURSE (position 13)

Right next to the escalator which lead to the parallel lecture rooms, one company has the opportunity to place a banner at the window. The doors beneath are also used as an entrance/exit.

Marketing fee for one banner (5,800x4,800cm, double sided): EUR 3,000

VINYL-WALL-BANNER IN LOCH SUITE (position 14)

On the first floor, where the parallel lecture rooms are, one company has the opportunity to place a large banner at the wall.

Marketing fee (2,000x10,000cm): EUR 1,500

Make your company visible!

Currency & VAT: All prices are quoted in EURO. Depending on consequences of exchange rate fluctuation, Intercongress reserves the right to issue invoices in EURO or British Pounds and plus local VAT if demanded from the tax authorities.